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SFOpera Season Closers: A Hyperactive Carmen and Orlando as
PTSD Victim
July 8, 2019 | By Thomas May, Musical America

SAN FRANCISCO—San Francisco Opera made a bold move when it last presented Carmen only three years ago,
at the end of the David Gockley era. It marked the first-ever North American platform for the highly
controversial Catalan director Calixto Bieito. And, in spite of some flaws (it was actually directed by a longtime
Bieito associate), it offered genuinely fresh perspectives.

A different Carmen was back to open and close the company’s summer season (I attended the second-to-last
performance, on June 26), in a period production so bland and void of insight that it seemed an entirely
different opera.

In her director’s note, Francesca Zambello wrote of the “cultural conversation around gender, sexuality, and
power [that] continues to evolve.” Yet her staging (associate Denni Sayers was listed as the revival director),
which traded in tired, vulgar clichés (mostly to signal Carmen’s irresistible sexual allure), failed dismayingly
even to do the essential work of making us care about the opera’s core relationship and its motivations.

Instead, Zambello spent a lot of resources keeping the stage overcrowded (in Tanya McCallin’s reconfigurable
unit set): townspeople went about their business in Seville’s town square during Carmen’s pivotal first
encounter with Don José, a pair of smugglers seemed to get stuck scaling a cliff wall in the third act, and (as if
channeling Zeffirelli) even a horse had a walk-on part for two of Escamillo’s entrances. Fun to look at but
annoyingly distracting in key moments. Such hyperactivity proved no less insipid than the “park and bark”
direction of which it is the extreme reversal.

J'Nai Bridges as Carmen and David Leigh as Zuniga in Carmen

All of this busyness became fatally problematic by robbing mezzo-soprano J’Nai Bridges of the laser focus
Carmen needs. Nor was it a spectacular evening for Bridges vocally: much of her phrasing sounded routine, her
projection unreliable—though in the brief final act, when she had the stage to herself and Don José, Bridges
sang with riveting power.

Matthew Polenzani (like Bridges, making his role debut) was an unconvincing Don José. The direction made him
out to be cold and aloof at first, and it was hard to buy into his professed passion; his outbursts in the final
confrontation came across as contrived. “La fleur que tu m’avais jetée” was a highlight, yet Polenzani’s lyrical
beauty was, simply put, too refined overall for the emotional extremes the role demands. Kyle Ketelsen, a
normally exciting Escamillo, seemed hampered by the extraneous staging.

Anita Hartig’s stand-out interpretation of Micaëla single-handedly shifted the focus of interest in the opera:
genuinely touching and self-determined, she made lasting impressions in her two scenes (with a third,
unscripted appearance in the finale, as she witnesses Carmen’s murder in horror from the top of the bullring
stands—a brilliant contribution from Zambello).

Indeed, along with Micaëla, it was the secondary characters who came most alive here, with fine work from
Natalie Image and Ashley Dixon as Carmen’s Romani companions, SeokJong Baek’s lecherous Moralès, and
David Leigh as an imposing Zuniga. Making his company debut, conductor James Gaffigan supplied a sense of
freshness and passion missing from what transpired onstage.

Jealousy, erotic obsession to the point of breakdown: These are also the engines of Handel’s 1733 opera
Orlando, the third SFO production of the season (I attended on June 27). Staged only once before by the
company, in the composer’s anniversary year of 1985, Orlando is based on passages from the now virtually
unknown epic Orlando Furioso by Lodovico Ariosto. But the production directed by Harry Fehr gave its narrative
a compelling contemporary resonance.
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Handel’s hero, who is driven to madness when his beloved Angelica chooses another lover, was reimagined as
a PTSD-suffering Royal Air Force pilot during the Battle of Britain. The action transpired in a military hospital,
with cleanly efficient sets by Yannis Thavordis, evocative lighting originally designed by Anna Watson (and Tim
van ’t Hof for this revival), and projections by Andrzej Goulding. The last were used to suggest the mental
imagery that has taken control of the hallucinating Orlando as he conjures deeply buried memories.

Sasha Cooke as Orlando and Christian Van Horn as Zoroastro in Handel's Orlando

A youthful, excellently directed cast made this concept theatrically engaging, with committed and stylish
musical performances, notwithstanding some mismatches with regard to Handel’s vocal requirements. As
Orlando, company favorite Sasha Cooke accessed the character’s volatile mix of despair, confusion, and anger,
movingly tracing the arc of madness and eventual healing that underlies Handel’s music drama. The role
doesn’t really suit her expressive, thoughtful singing, though; her lower range in particular failed to project
adequately.

Heidi Stober depicted a sturdy, strong-willed Angelica—here, a nurse working with PTSD patients—who was
especially convincing in her scenes with countertenor Aryeh Nussbaum Cohen as Orlando’s rival Medoro.
Cohen’s plaintive, warmly phrased singing was consistently outstanding, his ornamentation subtle and
imaginative.

Among the delights here was the careful direction of character interactions, with detailed nuances to color the
repeat sections of the da capo arias (and to accompany the ornamented reprises). Christina Gansch similarly
excelled as Dorinda, another nurse, who accepts the loss of her beloved Medoro to Angelica. Her “innocent”
character, typified by a pastoral soundscape, contrasts with the dangerous mood swings of Orlando. Using
forces so much more economical than Strauss or even Mozart, their trio at the end of act one attained the
transportive quality familiar from those later composers.

A counterweight to Handel’s emphasis on high voices, the bass-baritone Christian van Horn sang the part of the
wizard Zoroastro, here retrofitted as a physician in charge of Orlando’s case, with a toolkit of drugs and
electrotherapy to stage manage a modern medical catharsis of his passions.

Aside from some balance problems, Handel’s unusually rich score—Orlando’s accompanied recitatives are
replete with experimental sonorities—sounded vivid and bright in the hands of conductor Christopher Moulds.
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